TSLE North Georgia-Franchise

TSLE 7250 Applied Linguistics for the Bilingual/ESL Teacher
3 Credit Hours. 0 Lecture Hours. 0 Lab Hours.
Students receive an overview of the principles of language structure, the processes of first and second acquisition, and the issues involved in assessing language proficiency with special attention paid to the application of linguistic knowledge to the multilingual school setting. Restricted to Georgia On My Line students.

TSLE 7260 Cultural Issues for Bilingual/ESL Teacher
3 Credit Hours. 0 Lecture Hours. 0 Lab Hours.
Students examine the concept of culture and study cultural influences and the uses of culture in the education of children. Special attention is paid to the application of linguistic and cultural knowledge to the multilingual and multicultural school setting. Restricted to Georgia On My Line students.

TSLE 7440 Meth & Mat for Bil/Eng ESL Tch
3 Credit Hours. 0 Lecture Hours. 0 Lab Hours.